
Be flexible, productive and more efficient - go mobile.

With the Enviance Environmental ERP System you can access many features  
via a personal digital assistant (PDA), tablet PC, or laptop – bringing all the 
benefits of being in the cloud to personnel in the field. By accessing Enviance 
anywhere, anytime via a mobile device, you can increase productivity, improve
data quality and save time.

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE At Your Fingertips 

The Enviance Mobile Platform extends the capability of your 
EERP solutions, integrating your day-to-day field operations
with your overall compliance activities.

•  Single point of data entry
•  Consistent data entry look and feel to Enviance
•  Enhanced data integrity, smaller margin for error
•  Paperless
•  Immediate field documentation of data collected
•  Identification of corrective action tasks in the field

And, with the Enviance Mobile Platform, you spend less time 
collecting data – in fact, one Enviance customer increased
efficiency by 10%!

SYNCHRONIZATION Is Quick and Easy

By having access to your Enviance solutions in the field, where 
an Internet connection may not be available, you will be able 
to record accurate information for later synchronization. The 
synchronization process will refresh your Enviance System, 
download tasks, refresh event templates, and also upload any 
cached data that had been entered previously. Synchronization 
can be done with wireless Wifi, cellular Internet, or through a
wired docking station.

TRACK AND CAPTURE Data From Anywhere

Enter, edit, or delete data, and complete or dismiss tasks – all 
within the Enviance Mobile Platform – allowing you to enter data 
for meter readings, inspections, assessments, and incidents.  
The Mobile Platform makes paperless inspections possible and 
simplifies field data collection during follow-ups to regulatory 
inspections and incident investigations. Entering data in the field 
eliminates the hassle and inaccuracies of recording information 
with a pen and paper and then transferring that data to a 
spreadsheet database accessed from your workstation. With 
Enviance, you have the ability to efficiently track information and 
capture data on the spot with a handheld mobile device.

Enter the information once in your mobile device – which then 
synchronizes directly to your Enviance System. This process 
is more efficient and improves data quality by eliminating the 
manual transcription errors typically associated with moving
data from paper to electronic form.

Potential uses for the mobile platform include:

• Self assessments
• Audits
• Zone inspections
• Regulatory inspections
• Walk-downs
• Material releases
• Spills/incidents

®

Take Enviance with you, even without 
an Internet connection. Increase 
productivity, improve data quality, 
become more efficient.

mobile computing



IMPLEMENT and Realize Benefits
Faster Than Ever 

Enviance is a robust and economical solution, 
providing powerful and flexible functionality. 
You can implement the Enviance Mobile 
Platform fast – which means that you can 
start assuring compliance and improving 
performance quickly.

• Reduce time spent in the field by 
  streamlining data collection 

• Improve data quality by eliminating
  transcriptional errors when transferring
  data from paper

• Lower data management costs by entering
  information only once in your centralized
  Environmental ERP System

• Increase the productivity of your 
  organization by utilizing resources more
  efficiently

SAVE Time and Money 

With more than 10 years of environmental 
expertise, the Enviance Environmental ERP
System is the industry’s first platform
developed using cloud computing technology. 

The unrivaled functionality of Enviance’s 
cloud-based system reduces costs and 
complexity at every step – from collecting and 
collating data to report generation – whether
you’re at your desk or in the field. 

•  Eliminate spreadsheet errors by deploying
   a consistent, reliable, and standardized
   database solution 

•  Maintain a central repository that collects 
   and stores data once, and reports it
   multiple times - reducing the time, cost,
   and risk associated with handling data
   multiple times 

•  Deploy verifiable and transparent data
   collection and calculation methodologies
   providing confidence in the data and
   information reported to key stakeholders 

•  Easily connect other information systems
   reducing the inefficiency associated with
   manual transcription and aggregation 

•  Realize a lower Total Cost of Ownership
   (TCO) with proven cloud computing

®

ABOUT ENVIANCE: Enviance is the leading provider of 
Environmental ERP software. With more than a decade 
of experience providing environmental data management 
and expertise, Enviance’s proven system is used by the 
world’s largest corporations and government agencies, 
including: American Electric Power, ArcelorMittal, Beam 
Global, Boeing, Chevron, Continental Resources, DuPont, 
FujiFilm, Koch Fertilizer, Los Angeles World Airports, 
McDonalds, NV Energy, Pacific Gas & Electric, Patriot Coal, 
Roquette America, Sanofi Pasteur, Southern Company, 
Valero, Vi-Jon and Walmart. Industry leaders have used 
Enviance to streamline GHG management since 2006.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ERP

Environmental ERP meets the unique and evolving 
business need to measure, understand, report on and 
mitigate a company’s impact on the environment – 
providing a comprehensive understanding of environmental 
performance within the broader business context. 
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